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Ideas for home yoga practice
How and where can you fit moments of yoga into life on and off the mat?
“Yoga is learning to come back to yourself. It’s finding your limits, expanding your boundaries and being able to truly relax into
who you are… Yoga helps you to feel harmonious, integrated and complete… An author named Patanjali wrote Yoga-sutra, the
first text on the subject of yoga 2,500 years ago. In it he defined yoga as chitta-vritti-nirohdah, which means the cessation of the
turnings of the mind… The name yoga itself comes from the Sanskrit word yuj, which is often translated as “to unite, to join or to
connect.” All these associations imply reintegration and rebalancing or bringing the self to a harmonious state.” (Yoga Bible p8)

In a yoga class we use body awareness, breath awareness, mantra, mobility practices, asanas (postures) and
relaxation to bring balance between body, mind, breath and spirit. We loosen and ease the body, slow and deepen
the breath and this brings about a calm and settled mind. When carefully chosen and gentle practices are used,
many of these components can be performed on or off the mat in daily life. The key is deciding what you need…

What type of yoga do I need today?
Taking the principle of pose and counter pose from asana practice e.g. following a backward bend with a forward
bend, you could consider how your day has been and use yoga to counterbalance this.




Busy / stressed = calming yoga practices such as gentle mobility practices, mantra and relaxation
Sedentary / still = flowing dynamic yoga such as the sun salutation sequence
Convalescing = gentle yoga to ease and energise such as body and breath awareness and relaxation

What have I been doing?
You could assess the priority areas dependant on what you’ve been doing and then choose appropriate practices e.g.




After driving or computer use – face, eyes, shoulders, spine and hands may be the focus
Post DIY, gardening or housework – back, legs and arms may need to stretch and ease
During an intense mental or emotional situation – breath awareness, mantra and relaxation may be useful

Ask yourself ‘where am I at? What do I need to balance or counter balance my previous actions, current tasks or
present lifestyle choices / situation?’ Use the body scanning to find out which areas need attention.

Body Awareness / Scanning (initial relaxation audio – available on the ‘Home Practice’ tab at www.yourspace-online.co.uk)
A body scan can be carried out lying, sitting or standing. This enables you to check in with yourself, to find out how
you feel at the start of the day, notice how you are during the day or to let go of events as the end of the day.
Connecting to yourself in this way will help you become centred and find out what you need in your yoga practice.
Start with the awareness at the head and work through neck, face, shoulders, arms, hands, torso, spine, back
muscles, ribcage, abdomen, legs and feet.
You may find it helpful to gently rock, move or shake each body part to find out how it feels, or you may prefer to
stay still and tune in with your mind and awareness
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Breath awareness (initial relaxation audio – available on the ‘Home Practice’ tab at www.yourspace-online.co.uk)
Your breath is always with you, you can tune into your breath anytime anywhere…
Begin by noticing your breath, the natural resting breath, without trying to change it in any way. Notice if it is slow or
fast, shallow or deep, smooth or jagged. Gradually encourage the breath to slow down and as it slows draw the
breath deeper into the lungs allowing the abdomen to expand on the inhale and release on the exhale.
The regular practice of slowing and deepening your breath is calming for the body, mind and nervous system. The
more you repeat this the easier it becomes and the quicker you can relax yourself whenever and wherever you need
to e.g. try this in the dentist’s chair or to centre yourself for a minute or two during a hectic day!

Mantra
OM or A.U.M. is the symbol of primordial vibration. In class OM is chanted from your heart centre
(Anahata) three times at the start of each practice. Inhale deeply, chant OM for the duration of your
exhalation… feel the Aaaa in your belly, the Uuuu in your throat and the Mmmm at your lips. Then be still
and see if you can feel the vibrations! You may also like to chant Om Shanti, shanti, Shantihi to end…
Chanting OM (and other mantras) out loud or repeating silently in the mind is said to still, calm and focus the mind,
slow the breath and energise our whole being! Three repetitions is traditional but you may wish to continue
repeating OM for as long as it feels good – great if you’ve got lots on your mind for regaining clarity and focus!

Mobility practices
Taking your body parts through their full range of movement improves the flow of synovial fluid, blood and lymph,
keeps the joints and muscles mobile and encourages prana (vital life force) to flow freely. Any movements such as
shaking, circling, flexing and pointing will loosen and ease the joints.
Spine: Move your spine forward (curve), backward (arch), sideways and twist (see diagrams for suggested practices)
Legs and feet: Bend, stretch, rotate or shake your toes, ankles, knees and hips.
Arms and hands: Bend, stretch, rotate or shake your fingers, wrists, elbows and shoulders.
Neck: Move your head down and up, sideways and turn to stretch your neck.
Face: Relax your face by moving your eyebrows and jaw, squeezing your face tight, stretching with lion pose.
Or try massaging your face with finger tips on pressure points – hold still and breathe or rub – jaw muscles, temples,
eyebrows, eye sockets. Tap like raindrops with your finger tips on your head, neck and face to energise.
Breathe with awareness as you move your body, generally an upward movement is performed with an inhale and a
downward movement with an exhale. A movement which draws into your centre pushes the breath out and a
movement which moves away from your centre expands the body and draws the breath in.
Choose which body parts to work on based on what you are aiming to counterbalance or what you notice when
scanning your body. If you have only a short time you may want to work on one area one day and a different area
another day. You may decide to choose some practices and work with the same things for a few days or weeks or
you may prefer to try something different every day – there’s no right or wrong, do whatever feels most beneficial!
Remember little and often may well be more effective than longer but infrequent sessions.
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Mobility practices and Asanas (postures)
See the suggested mobility practices and postures on the following pages for ideas. Get yourself a yoga book or
look up the practices online for more information (see references for further resources)

Maintaining Spinal Flexibility
The spine moves forwards, backwards, sideways and twists. Some examples of simple practices and postures…

Forward and Backward bending
Cat cow – kneeling on all fours or standing with hands to knees – alternate curving and arching of the spine
Standing forward bend –legs straight to begin moving forward, bend knees and dangle, unroll through spine to stand
Seated forward bend – legs stretched or bent, relax body towards legs, settle and focus on breath in back of body
Hug knees – lie down and hug knees to chest, rock side to side or round in a circle to loosen back
Standing back bend – nice to add after unrolling from the standing forward bend, reach up high and arch back
Seated back bend – place hands behind you, squeeze shoulder blades, lift chest and breathe deeply into heart centre
Prone back bends – crocodile with the hands supporting the head or cobra with the hands on the floor
Child pose – useful to follow prone back bends with child pose. Kneeling and lowering hips to heels, body over legs
Benefits
Forward bends stretch the spine and loosen the back. Performed when standing you also benefit from the inversion
as fresh blood flows to the head. Seated forward bends are said to be cooling, calming and restorative as the body is
in an introverted and closed position. Backward bends strengthen the back and are said to be warming and
energising as they open the chest and encourage extroversion.

Side bending
Seated – move from side to side hand to floor to support and push to other side
Standing – swaying palm tree – arms in front of chest or overhead, move from side to side
Triangle pose – move into side bend hold and breathe, repeat to other side
Benefits
When bending sideways the spine is stretched laterally, one side of the back is strengthened whilst the other side is
stretched. Side bending is not performed that often in day to day tasks, it allows us to create space in the ribs and
encourages deeper breathing. It is said that lateral stretching aids with lateral thinking!

Twisting
Standing – cati chakrasana – keep legs still twist from side to side with arms loose around body. Move slow or fast.
Sitting – use hands on legs or floor to aid twisting side to side. Or lean over and place palms flat down as you twist.
Lying – knees bent, take legs to one side then other. Move with breath side to side or hold and breathe.
Benefits
Twisting is great for maintaining movement between the vertebrae and discs. It aids digestion as the abdomen is
gently compressed and released. It is said to help the mind unwind to coil yourself into a twist and gently release!

Surya Namaskar (sun salutation) see video recording on the ‘Home Practice’ tab at www.yourspace-online.co.uk
A practice of twelve flowing postures with variations to suit everyone. It’s recommended to practice 3 – 6 rounds of
sun salutation. You could start with a slow version holding and settling in each pose for a few rounds of breath, then
work with one breath for each pose, find a way to practice that suits you. Benefits – stretches the spine, loosens the
major joints of the arms and legs and is gently aerobic. A compact and complete practice in its own right!
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Relaxation
Whether you had the chance to do 5 minutes or 2 hours of yoga it’s important to end with relaxation. Lie in
Savasana, make sure you’re warm and comfortable and get settled. You can say the instructions to yourself or find a
recording. There’s a Final relaxation audio available on the ‘Home Practice’ tab at www.yourspace-online.co.uk
Part 1: tense and release different body parts, squeeze muscles and exhale on release – right foot and leg, left foot
and leg, buttocks, shoulder blades, squeeze shoulders to ears, both fists and arms, squeeze face tightly, open eyes
and mouth wide and exhale, ‘haaa’ for lion face pose, roll head side to side, make body comfortable.
Part 2: Repeat the following silently in your mind and take your focus to each body part in turn consciously relaxing
and releasing. You could listen to this online / record yourself saying these words / go through in your own way in
your mind - the order and content doesn’t matter too much, it’s the intention which is important.
I relax my toes, the soles of my feet my heels… I relax my ankles, my calves, my shins… I relax my knees, my thighs,
my buttocks and hips… I breathe deeply my legs are relaxing… I breathe deeply my legs are relaxed.
I relax my lower back, my middle back, my upper back… I relax my abdomen and internal organs… I relax my chest,
my heart, my lungs… I breathe deeply my torso is relaxing… I breathe deeply my torso is relaxed.
I relax my fingers, my palms, my wrists… I relax my lower arms, my elbows, my upper arms… I relax my shoulder
blades and collar bone… I breathe deeply my arms are relaxing… I breathe deeply my arms are relaxed.
I relax my neck, my throat, my jaw… I relax my mouth, my cheeks, my ears… I relax my nose, my eyes, my
eyebrows… I relax my forehead, my scalp, my brain… I breathe deeply my head and face are relaxing… I breathe
deeply my head and face are relaxed. My whole body is relaxing… My whole body is relaxed…
Relax and breathe until ready to awaken refreshed and revived! When preparing to move start gently with fingers
and toes, then ankles and wrists, then arms and legs. Finally stretch arms above head reaching fingers and toes in
opposite directions, draw knees to chest, rock side to side to massage back to floor and then gently sit up.

When and where to practice
If possible it’s nice to make a space where you can practice yoga at home. A place where you can lay down a mat or
blanket somewhere that you won’t be disturbed. As soon as you get up in the morning is a good time to breathe and
stretch, after work to let go of the day can be useful or before bed is helpful for a good night’s sleep. However
remember that some of the yoga practices, especially body awareness, breath awareness and mantra can be
practiced for a couple of minutes at any time during the day, at your desk, on the train or walking down the street!
“When starting a yoga regime, decide how much time you are able to dedicate to your practice. Don’t set yourself up for failure
by choosing a routine that is not possible to maintain. Yoga, as a process of re-remembering who you are works best if you do it
little and often. The body responds best to a regular practice, even if that practice is short. You may well find that a fifteenminute daily practice is more life-enhancing than a two-hour session once a week. Three sessions a week will really make you
feel your body opening and coming alive. Never underestimate the “tiny-yogas,” the mini-yoga experiences you create in your
day-to-day life; try back-bending over the back rest of your chair when at the computer; create a steady Tadasana (mountain
pose) at the bus stop; lengthen your exhalation in the middle of a traffic jam; do a single exhalation to soften the skin on your
face when under stress; practice ankle rotations during a flight; close your eyes for a moment of quiet reflection between phone
calls. Remember that little and often works best for the mind and soul. Continual reminders to reconnect with your self can
never be underestimated. First it becomes a habit; then it becomes a lifestyle; then it becomes who you are”. (Yoga Bible p23)
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References
The Yoga Bible by Christina Brown
Asana Pranayama Mudra Banda by Swami Satyananda Saraswati
Pocket Guide to Hatha Yoga by Michele Picozzi

Online resources and yoga classes
The internet is a great way to experience different teachers and styles in the comfort of your own home.
Classes range from 20 minutes to 2 hour. Here are some examples but there are many more to choose from…
Dru yoga has a free trial subscription https://druyoga.com/yoga-online/home
Yoga with Adrienne on You Tube https://www.youtube.com/user/yogawithadriene
Esther Eckhart has classes available free on You Tube https://www.youtube.com/user/EkhartYoga
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